Create a more collaborative and engaging experience with Samsung Displays and Boxlight.

Samsung displays for education together with MimioConnect® online blended learning platform, OKTOPUS software and professional development provide teachers a complete solution to create an engaging learning environment both inside and outside the classroom.

The Interactive Bundle:

- QB75N-W 75" 4K UHD Interactive Display
- OKTOPUS
- OKTOPUS GameZones
- OKTOPUS Blend
- MimioConnect (1-Year Premium/2-Years Basic)
- Professional Development

More interaction means more engagement. The Samsung QB75N-W Series combines the functionality and ease-of-use of an intuitive touch screen with a stunning 4K UHD display that encourages engagement.

75" BOX-QB75N-W-EDU-BNDL

The Collaboration Bundle:

- 55"/65" Flip 2 Interactive display
- 85" Interactive Display
- OKTOPUS
- OKTOPUS GameZones
- OKTOPUS Blend
- MimioConnect (1-Year Premium/2-Years Basic)
- Professional Development

55" BOX-WM55R-EDU-BNDL | 65" BOX-WM65R-EDU-BNDL
85" BOX-WM85R-EDU-BNDL

The QBR series provides 4K UHD picture quality that showcases crystal clear content. The display allows schools to present lessons in the classroom or provides information on day-to-day activities to students, teachers and staff.

- 55"/65"/75" QBR 4K UHD Display
- OKTOPUS
- OKTOPUS GameZones
- OKTOPUS Blend
- MimioConnect (1-Year Premium/2-Years Basic)
- Professional Development

55" BOX-QBR55R-EDU-BNDL | 65" BOX-QBR65R-EDU-BNDL
75" BOX-QBR75R-EDU-BNDL

Optional Add-ons:

Remote Management Option:

Add on Samsung's Remote Management Solution which provides a real time diagnostic overview of their hardware and content. It dynamically updates content, troubleshoots and proactively monitors hardware to resolve errors reducing IT labor.

Accessory Options:

- Flip 2 Tray
- Wall Mounts
- Rolling Stand
- Extra Interactive Display Pens
Bridge the distance learning gap with MimioConnect, an online blended learning platform that combines innovative lesson building and instructional tools to create an active learning environment. Teachers and students can connect from anywhere making this a perfect solution for distance, flipped or blended learning environments. Lessons can be presented to a group of students or assigned for individual, self-paced learning.

Enrich Instruction & Engage Students

- Clearly illustrate concepts and draw attention to the important details with whiteboarding tools.
- Improve two-way communication at a distance with video conferencing. Teachers can instantly gauge students’ level of participation and demonstrate concepts.
- Create an active learning environment with your favorite lessons created in PowerPoint®, and the leading interactive formats you are accustomed to. No need to recreate your content.
- Add polling and interactive questions like labeling and sorting that allow students to demonstrate understanding.
- Supplement current instruction with lessons developed with critical learning objectives as a foundation.
- Collaborate with students using your existing technology.

OKTOPUS is an interactive presentation and collaboration software designed for use with any interactive whiteboard, interactive projector and any interactive touch screen flat panel display.

Annotate – Collaborate – Present – Poll

OKTOPUS is a K-12 classroom software designed to enhance student participation and learning. Teachers can present their existing lessons and use over 70 annotation and subject-specific teaching tools to illustrate key concepts, practice skills and draw attention to the important details.

OKTOPUS Blend provides teachers access to over 10,000 premade lessons – developed by teams of master teachers with the purpose of creating short, focused, supplemental lessons for classroom teachers.

GameZones comes with OKTOPUS software and lets students practice Math, Reading, Science and Social Studies skills through interactive, game-based activities. Use these materials for whole-group instruction, in small groups or for individual practice with the option to split the screen into 1-4 quadrants.

Online, self-paced courses cover all key features to successfully start using the Panel and Educational Software. All modules consist of video demonstrations, activities to practice the tools and a knowledge check. Educators have unlimited access to course content, so materials can be revisited when needed.